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OUR STORY

A beat-up old car, a few dollars in the pocket and a sense of adventure. In 1972 that’s all Tony and Maureen Wheeler needed for the trip of a lifetime – across Europe and Asia overland to Australia. It took several months, and at the end – broke but inspired – they sat at their kitchen table writing and stapling together their first travel guide, Across Asia on the Cheap. Within a week they’d sold 1500 copies. Lonely Planet was born.

Today, Lonely Planet has offices in Dublin, Franklin, London, Melbourne, Oakland, Beijing and Delhi, with more than 600 staff and writers. We share Tony’s belief that ‘a great guidebook should do three things: inform, educate and amuse’.

OUR WRITERS

Lindsay Brown
Morobe & Madang Provinces, The Highlands, Island Provinces

As a travel writer and photographer, Lindsay relished the opportunity to trek up Mt Wilhelm, spot birds of paradise on the slopes of Mt Hagen and photograph the spectacular dancers at the Goroka Show – surely one of the greatest shows on earth. Traveling to Madang and the island provinces provided the perfect opportunity for this ex-marine biologist to dust off the diving qualifications and get reacquainted with the underwater world. Lindsay also wrote Welcome to PNG & Solomon Islands, Top 15 Experiences, Need to Know, If You Like, Month by Month, Itineraries, Kokoda Track, Regions at a Glance, PNG Today, History, Directory and Transport.

Jean-Bernard Carillet
Solomon Islands

Paris-based journalist and photographer Jean-Bernard is a die-hard island-lover and diving instructor. He has clocked up numerous trips to the South Pacific, including five assignments to the Solomon Islands. On this research gig, his favourite experiences included diving the WWII wrecks off Tulagi, spending a day in Saeraghi, exploring Marovo Lagoon on a dinghy and visiting Gwaunaru’u with a local chief. Jean-Bernard has contributed to many Lonely Planet titles, in French and in English. He also writes for travel and dive magazines, and wrote the Diving chapter for this guide.

Anna Kaminski
Port Moresby, Central, Oro & Milne Bay Provinces, The Sepik

Anna has dreamed of Papua ever since her history teacher showed her class slides of the penis-gourd-wearing villagers when she was 12 years old, and had an extensive knowledge of PNG history and indigenous culture before she set foot there. PNG surpassed all her expectations. During this research trip, she did an expedition down the Sepik, met a magician who makes rain in the Trobriand Islands, explored gritty Moresby and island-hopped in Milne Bay. Anna also wrote First Time in PNG and People of PNG. She tweets at @ACKaminski.
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